Retired Females, Looking for a
Good Home
These are all favourite girls that have been a foundation of our herd. They are all in good health and
are free as long as we know they will be looked after. In fact, we will add one of our breeding
females if you will take some of these alpacas on.

Banksia Park Mangu Bonnie (ET): DOB 24/07/2006 IAR Entry
A real sweety who will let visitors cuddle up to her. Jet black, but going grey now. No reason that
she couldn’t have another cria.

Rowan Sophie: DOB:18/12/2004 IAR Entry
Another sweetie. Jet black, going grey. Non-breeder.

Little Styx Black Pearl: DOB: 15/7/2003 IAR Entry
Not so sweet, a bit of a handful. A large Jet Black Girl. Non breeder.

Murragamba Little Cricket: DOB: 12/2/1999 IAR Entry
Dark Brown/Black. Tall and rangy. A real character that will eat out of your hand. Our oldest girl.
Non Breeder.

Tanybryn Molly: DOB:18/05/2004 IAR Entry
Light fawn (looks white) our first alpaca. We don’t advise breeding as she always gives birth to
dysmature cria. Very strong family bonds.

Cuesta Ella: DOB: 24/03/2009 IAR Entry
White. Has had a lovely fleece but has been prone to skin problems so we don’t recommend
breeding although the skin problems are a lot better this year. A daughter of Molly.

Cuesta Dita: DOB: 13/11/2008 IAR Entry
Light Fawn (looks white). Has had a lovely fleece but has been prone to skin problems so we don’t
recommend breeding although the skin problems are a lot better this year.

Cuesta Gamay: DOB: 01/03/2003 IAR Entry
Jet Black. A large girl who always comes to see you, but you don’t know if you are going to get the
good Gamay or the nasty Gamay. We don’t advise getting her pregnant as she becomes the alpaca
from hell!
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